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Vanderbilt Eventys AX DVR
Gathering all the advantages of digital video surveillance in a single compact unit, Eventys AX can record up to
16 analog cameras, and 2 IP cameras virtually anywhere. Eventys AX also provides flexible control, efficient H.264
compression, and powerful search functions - that’s more storage, better images and easier access - all for less cost
from a supplier that delivers end-to-end security solutions.
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range when connected to one network installation.

makes it easy to upgrade to a HD system leveraging
existing cable infrastructure.

4K support on the main monitor
Eventys AX supports up to 4K resolution for its main

Easy operation

monitor output via HDMI or VGA interfaces.

The graphical user interface is easy to use allowing
almost instant operation out of the box.

Features overview:
4, 8 or 16 analog camera channels
Signal transmission over COAX cable, HDTVI encoder
on board
Additional 2x IP video input channels (max. 4 MP
resolution) per IP camera
Support for 4K video output (for 8ch & 16ch models)
Full HD video output on board (all three models)
2 internal HDD, max. 6 TB per HDD, max. internal
capacity = 12 TB
Latest Linux OS on board with protection against
Hacker attack
Remote access via RAS, Internet or Smartphone (via
FREE Eventys RAS software and Guarding Expert and
Guarding Vision APPs)
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Configurable administration rights
Dual encoding for bandwidth flexibility
Panic button triggers higher quality recordings
S.M.A.R.T. self-diagnosis fail-safe alerts operatives to
take corrective measures
Direct unit control and PTZ capability
Record for more than a month in a single unit
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